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18/05/2007 - 16/01/2010 in this period you will be under
Influence of Jup (Mahadasha) and Ven (Antardasha)
During this period, you are likely to get the mixed results, however, the up going trend will
be more in evidence. As an independent entrepreneur, you will come across flourishing
opportunities.Your present business / trade will bring encouraging results to you. You
might also enter into new profitable deals or form an association / partnership. Your
friends and well-wishers will extend their whole hearted support towards you. An increase
in income is also indicated. If you are working somewhere, then your working conditions
will improve considerably. A promotion may also come your way. You will get on well
with your superiors / bosses etc. As a student, you will do quite well in your studies but at
times, you may abandoned your studies and get involved in non-productive activities. This
period does give you strong attraction towards opposite sex. You are advised to guard
yourself against low moral people. The health of someone in the family is likely to create
anxiety for you.
16/01/2010 - 04/11/2010 in this period you will be under
Influence of Jup (Mahadasha) and Sun (Antardasha)
During this period, on the whole, you will get encouraging results. However, minor
setback or failure in attempts are also indicated. As an independent entrepreneur, you will
do pretty well in your ventures and chances of betterments are also there. If you are
dealing with government agencies etc. then this period will prove very good to you. There
could be an expansion of your present enterprise or launching of some new venture may
also take place. Your service condition will improve considerably if working somewhere.
A promotion might come your way. You will get on very well with your superiors / bosses
etc. You may also be asked to take up challenging jobs, which will add another feather in
your cap. If you are student, you will do fairly well in your studies. In case, you are
appearing for competition/ exams, then the outcome of results will be quite amusing.
Familymembers attitude will be quite cordial towards you and harmony among the family
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members will prevail.
04/11/2010 - 05/03/2012 in this period you will be under
Influence of Jup (Mahadasha) and Mon (Antardasha)
This period indicates that you will get moderately good results. Your ambitious plans and
schemes will also come through. In your business / trade, an up going trend will be more in
evidence. If you are involved in creative jobs i. E. Music, poetry, arts etc. then this period
will prove excellent to you. An increase in income is also indicated. You might also enter
into big profitable deals or start some new line of business / trade in this period. If you are
working somewhere, then encouraging results may be expected. You will become quite
popular among your superiors. You may be given with new responsibilities. A promotion
may also come your way in this period. As a student, you will take keen interest in your
studies. In case, you are looking for a job then it might come your way. Family
atmosphere will remain quite pleasant. A celebration of marriage or birth of a child may
also take place during this period.
05/03/2012 - 09/02/2013 in this period you will be under
Influence of Jup (Mahadasha) and Mar (Antardasha)
During this period, you will be full of zeal and enthusiasm. You will also develop an
optimisticoutlook for the tackling of tedious problems. As a business, you will take keen
interest in your endeavours & your action orientation will pay off you handsomely. In case,
you are dealing with chemicals, pharmaceutical etc. then this period will prove you very
good. This period will also enable you to earn very good reputation. Your service
conditions will improve considerably if working somewhere. In case, you are in army
service, then you may get some award too. You may also be asked to handle problematic
situations,which will help you earn some additional benefits. As a student, you are advised
to take keen interest in your studies. If you are appearing for competition or exams, then
little extra efforts are required if want success. Family atmosphere, on the whole, will be
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good but the health of some one in the family may cause concerned to you.
09/02/2013 - 06/07/2015 in this period you will be under
Influence of Jup (Mahadasha) and Rah (Antardasha)
During this period, you could be able to manipulate your resources nicely. At times, you
will be bestowed with fine and accurate intuition. If you are in business / trade, then
chances of making good money are there. If you are dealing with electronics, computers,
then very good results may be expected. Some of your deals with alien people may also
be materialised. An expansion of present business / trade is likely to take place in this
period. In case, you are in service, then will find a lot of improvements in your working
conditions.A better job opportunities will also come your way. As a student, you are
advised to take keen interest in your studies, if wanted to get the desired results. On the
domestic front, you will find a nice atmosphere all around you. However, the health of
someone in the family may not keep well and, which could be cause of worry to you.
06/07/2015 - 08/07/2018 in this period you will be under
Influence of Sat (Mahadasha) and Sat (Antardasha)
This period indicates mixed results for you but the positive side of the results will be more
in evidence. Success will definitely come to you provided, you are determined to put
genuine efforts to achieve it. There could not be a short cut passage in this process.
However, this period does not stop you to go ahead or fulfilled your cherished desires but
constant efforts are needed. You will get on very well with your superiors / bosses etc.
And may get their admiration.
As an independent entrepreneur, you will do quite well in your ventures and an expansion
of the same may take place. Family atmosphere, on the whole will be quite pleasant but
the health of somebody in the family may cause anxiety to you. There could be a few long
distance travels, which will prove extremely beneficial to you. During this period, you
mightbuy a landed property or vehicle. Your fame and respect will go on increasing.
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08/07/2018 - 18/03/2021 in this period you will be under
Influence of Sat (Mahadasha) and Mer (Antardasha)
On the whole, this is a good period for you. In your business / trade, you will face many
ups and down and a lot of hard work is required to make the going smooth. You will,
duringthis period be endowed with fine skill & tactfulness and this will be to your
advantage, if you use them whenever needed. If you're involved in the manufacturing of
machinery,you may consider going in for export of this item. Frequent travelling will also
occupy your time and you may have to go overseas for a while.
If you are in service, you are in for success this period. Your working conditions will be
extremely good and your capacity for hard work will earn you a good name and get you
on the right side of your superiors. You may also get a promotion. If you are a student or
planningto appear for a examination, this is a very good period for you. You will excel in
your studies and achieve the desired results. If you are a poet, writer or artist, this period
could bring you much fame and a great deal of money. Family life will be very happy.
There could be a marriage within the family.
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